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Current Problem

With the continual rise of e-commerce, consumerism is
sustaining the exponentially growing issue of extreme packaging
waste that highly frustrates consumers and dangerously
threatens the planet.
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SECONDARY
RESEARCH
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Secondary Research

“47% of buyers consider extra packaging to be wasteful”

Poll, Harris. 2014.
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Competitor Analysis

Pros:
• Optional doorstep service is
available with a few dollars.
• Free pickup service.
• Real-time updates.
Cons:
• Slow delivery if the package
comes from outside of
Singapore.
• Not a 24/7 service.

Pros:
• Utilise human traffic already
present.
• Lower estimated delivery
costs compared to other
postal services.
Cons:
• Senders meets are not met.
• Atlanta was the only city with
more than 5 gigs.

Pros:
• 24/7 hour access.
• Easy.
• No extra cost.
Cons:
• Longer wait time to combine
all items in one warehouse.
• Not an option for locations
with no amazon lockers or
lockers far away.
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Contextual Inquiry

SCAD MAIL CENTER

• Waste is thrown out several times a week, via
an outsourced service.

• Students go to the mail center to collect more
than one package.

• Over half of the packages are from amazon
and most of the packages are from the same
handful of companies: Urban Outfitters,
Poshmark and Asos.

• College students prefer not to recycle the
packaging material, they do not break down
their boxes and simply throw it into the trash
cans provided.

• Students do not care, convenience is more
important than waste to customers.

• Students are indifferent to the waste stacked
up at the mail center and add to it.

• There is interest in promoting brands and
shipping services that encourage smaller
carbon footprint.

• Some students come to the mail center to
look for cardboard specifically.
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Contextual Inquiry

MAILBOX CAFE

• Started receiving fewer packages and more from FedEx and UPS since Amazon
started to deliver their own packages.
• The Savannah recycling is frustrating but they (Mailbox Cafe) try to do their part.
• They keep the wasted boxes and cut it up for the packaging or save it for people who
might want to use it again.
• It is hard to not have waste because the boxes come in standard size.
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SURVEY
RESULTS

124 People Surveyed
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Demographics of Survey Respondents

HOW OLD ARE YOU?
18-22
23-25
26-29

80.6%

30 and above
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Results of Primary Survey

HOW OFTEN DO YOU SHOP ONLINE?

DO YOU SHOP ONLINE?
Yes
No

96.8%

Once a week

27.4%

33.9%

Several times in a week
Once a month
Several times in a month

25%

Several times in a year
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Results of Primary Survey

WHAT DO YOU ORDER ONLINE?

FASHION
CLOTHES

CLASS
SUPPLIES

HOME
GOODS

ELECTRONICS

OTHERS

GROCERIES
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Results of Primary Survey

WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO YOU WHEN
ORDERING AN ITEM TO BE SHIPPED
TO YOU?
RELIABLE
PACKAGE DELIVERY

SHIPPING
COST

EASY RETURN
PROCESS

EASY
PICKUP

TIME OF ITEM
ARRIVAL
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Survey Insights

• 96.8% of people shop online.
• 99 out of 124 people say they shop fashion online.
• Top three priorities of e-commerce orders are shipping cost, time of item arrival and
reliable package delivery.
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USER
INTERVIEWS
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User Interview Insight

• Prefers plastic package bags instead of box packaging for
clothes because it is waterproof.
• Decorated packaging makes for more delight and entertainment.
• Frustrated with the trash that needs to be disposed after
unwrapping her order.

Emily Lee, 20

• Excessive packaging is unnecessary, creating more trash to be
disposed of.
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User Interview Insight

• Desires opinions of friends before purchasing fashion online.
• Allows items in cart sit for long periods of time due to
indecisiveness.
• No real expectations for on demand delivery or aesthetics of her
packaging.

Hannah Rodbell, 19

• Highly unsatisfied with the packaging waste, dislikes individually
wrapped products.
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User Interview Insight

• Enjoys trying items in stores and buying them online because
they are cheaper with coupons and promotions.
• Loves the feeling of a gift with packages but is unhappy with
clean up needed after.

Hagar Baruch, 21

• Wishes for the shipping and returning process to be more
automated.
• Constantly leaves items in her cart for future promotions.
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User Interview Insight

• Cost is of #1 importance, timeliness is not a priority for clothes.
• Packaging materials and branding of it is of zero importance.
• Willing to pay more for more sustainable packaging only if she
was made aware of how she is helping make a difference.

Audrey Kurniawan, 20

• Shops online together with friends to take advantage of
promotions.
• If shipping cost is reduced, she is willing to walk to a pickup
location, but not if she has to uber.
• Saves items in her cart consistently.
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User Interview Insight

• Enjoys looking for sales but doesn’t buy until she needs it.
• Prefers online shopping because she can do from the
comfort of her own home.
• Likes to online shop but when it comes to returning, she rather
drop it off in store.

Kajal Boghara, 21

• If it is not something urgent, she doesn’t mind waiting
longer for item to get to her.
• Keeps things in the cart until she feels like she deserves it.
• Goes on impulsive shopping sprees when needs to relax.
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High Frequency Insights

• Timeliness is not a priority with fashion orders.
• Branding is not important as long as there is some form of identification of the
company the package is from.
• Customers would prefer to walk to a pickup location if they are aiding the
environment.
• Consumers are overwhelmed with packaging materials after unwrapping items.
• While customers expect more in packaging from established brands, they do not
enjoy the large amount of trash created by packaging confetti and decorations.
• Browses and leaves items in carts, saving purchases for later because they are
waiting for a reason to make the purchase– be it upcoming promotions, lower
shipping costs or justification to buy the item.
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AFFINITIZATION
PHASE
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Affinitization Process

• Individual data points from observation and discovery are recorded on yellow
sticky notes.
• These yellow stickies are then clustered into “I” and “We” statements on blue
stickies.
• Blue stickies are grouped into pink insights.
• We then gather HMW statements taken from the pink insights.
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Final How Might We’s

HMW
keep “adding
to cart”
beneficial for
consumers and
businesses?

HMW
keep online
shopping
affordable?

HMW
maintain a
pleasrurable
online
shopping
experience?

HMW
keep online
shopping
convenient and
easy?

HMW
make the online
shopping
experience
environmentally
friendly?

HMW
keep the focus
of packaging
on the item
itself?
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PERSONAS
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Roles

• Shopper
Shops with Packed,
sharing deliveries with
other shoppers.

• Hosts
People who have
volunteered to have
packages delivered to
their houses and separate
orders for each shopper.
They receive rewards for
their work. They can also
participate in the order.

• Ambassadors
Hosts that promote
Packed and encourage
the reliability of Packed
as a brand, they receive
Packed merchandise to
put into the shopper’s
individual orders and get
rewards for their work
as hosts. They can also
participate in the order
as a shopper.
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Personas

• Primary
		• Impulsive milleninal shopper
		• Indecisive browser
• Secondary
		• Ambassador
		• Friend host
• Negative
		• Luxury Shopper
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Primary Persona

Venmo me everyone!! it’s
retail therapy time #treatyoself
About:
Her family supports her tuition and college
supplies; she is responsible for her daily
expenses and spends it on fashion. She is updated on current trends and fears of missing out. She hopes to be working with beauty
brands after graduation. She desires to be
admired and complimented for her style.

Jessica Reed

Age: 21

Location: Atlanta, GA
Status: Single
Occupation: Marketing
Student & Waitress at The
Cheesecake Factory

Habits:
In her free time, she hangs out with friends at
rooftop bars. She loves spa day at home with
a glass of rose, watching sex and the city with
cheese and chocolate. She uses a workout
app and joins the fitness community.

Personality:
Image Conscious
Pragmatic
Extroversion

Frustrations:
Jessica cannot stand it when her friends get
the items she wanted before she does, and if
she sees someone else wearing the new
release before she gets hers, she returns it.
She is frustrated with the additional cost of
shipping.
Motivation:
She needs to be socially celebrated for her
actions and lifestyle. She enjoys being
influential on social media and in her future
job.
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Primary Persona
About:
Her family supports half of her tuition and
college supplies. She pays for the rest and
is responsible for her bills and off-campus
housing. As a busybody, she needs to
constantly be doing something. She enjoys
browsing online. Unless there is a
promotion, she does not actually buy the
items. She hopes to make an impact through
small actions. She desires to be
self-sustainable and spend every cent wisely.
She is willing to pay for quality.

Emily Hodge

Age: 22

Location: Charleston, SC
Status: Single
Occupation: English
Literature Student & Works
at a Local Cafe

Habits:
She constantly feels the need to do
something, browsing fashion and latest styles
on social media. She admires people who
have good styles online, but she advocates
for not relating self-worth to numbers. She
brings a metal straw and tumblr when she
goes to work to reduce plastic waste. She
records her monthly spendings and does her
own accounting. She asks for her friends’
approval before buying an item.

Soooo I just added the 47th thing
to my cart, maybe I’ll finally buy
something this time
Personality:
Image Conscious
Pragmatic
Extroversion

Frustrations:
She loves trends but has not found a
sustainable clothing line that produces
trendy items in her price range. She gains
satisfaction by putting items in her cart. She
feels the need to stay updated on latest
fashion trends, but does not wear items
outside of her comfort zone.
Motivation:
She needs to be independent and contribute
her opinions to world. She is comforted by a
set routine, and she strives to to have a very
balanced life. She is motivated to have the
same image in person and online.
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Secondary Persona
About:
Her family fully supports her education, while
she runs a small blog and has a big instagram
following. She earns money through
reviewing and promoting online businesses.
She needs to inform her followers of the
latest trend. Her friends and partners need to
know how to take photos of her that
matches her feed. She only promotes brands
that matches her online presence. She is the
trendsetter of her friend group.

Aria Elliotte

Age: 19

Location: Los Angeles, CA
Status: In a Relationship
Occupation: Advertising
Student & Instagram
Influencer

Habits:
She is hyper involved in community
events, and is constantly planning her next
photoshoot. She Instagrams every major part
of her day. She buys chai tea lattes regularly,
and writes little notes for her friends to make
sure they know she’s thinking about them.
She is very brand loyal, and loves getting in
touch with her followers.

So happy to show you all the
newest collection @fabletics!
Use ARIA15 for 15% off your next
pair of leggings

Personality:

Image Conscious
Pragmatic
Extroversion

Frustrations:
She often buys more than one order from
the same brand when a new trend starts and
wishes they just all came at the same time.
She feels a little bad about the waste
generated by her shopping habits but she will
do what it takes to inform her followers of the
latest trend.
Motivation:
Online presence is everything. She needs
approval, so she goes out of her way to please
everyone. She strives to cultivate an
aesthetic lifestyle, and is willing to do
anything to achieve this goal.
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Secondary Persona
About:
He got a full scholarship to college and loves
supporting brands who care about the
environment. He enjoys staying active and
the outdoors. He needs to feel like he is
actively helping those around him. Because
he is always in scrubs, he wants to express his
personality in his style during off-duty hours.

Finally snagged this backpack-100% vegan leather and the
inner lining was made from plastic
bottles! #doyourpart

Personality:

Image Conscious
Pragmatic
Extroversion

Drew Morris

Age: 23

Location: Nashville, TN
Status: Long Distance
Relationship
Occupation: Nursing
Student in Practicals

Habits:
He often gives his friends rides to places they
need to be and offers his home for friends
visiting the city. He browses trends while on
night duty and leaves item in his cart until
he feels like he deserves it. On a hard day, he
buys the items he left in his cart to reward
himself. He shops online to surprise his
girlfriend with gifts on special occasions.

Frustrations:
He hates only being perceived as a nurse, so
he tries to channel his personality in his
outfits when off-duty. He doesn’t like the the
limited selection of men’s clothing compared
to women’s, but likes the shopping
experience nonetheless.
Motivation:
He wants to keep his carbon footprint at a
minimum, so he jumps at any chance to help
the Earth. He values friendships, and loves to
expand his community. He strives to bring a
smile on everyone’s face–from his patients to
his buddies.
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Negative Persona

Zac Posen, you are too sweet.
Thanks for the latest bag!!
xoxoxo -JJ
About:
Her father’s connections secured her a spot
at Parsons, and she uses her father’s credit
card when paying for her online orders. She
wants her friends to not worry about money
when hanging out with her. She expects to
be invited to collection launch parties and
receive PR packages from her close designer
friends.

Jazmyne Jenkins

Age: 21

Location: NYC, NY
Status: Single
Occupation: Fashion
Marketing Student

Habits:
She pays for her friends drinks at parties,
and hangs out often with designers who live
in the area. She posts about social events
to which she’s been invited and uses social
media as a means of communication to her
friends who live outside of New York.

Personality:
Image Conscious
Pragmatic
Extroversion

Frustrations:
She does not understand the social
movement towards sustainable and minimal
lifestyle. She hates it when her friends cannot
go out with her just because they are away in
Europe or Asia. She hates it when she has to
decline going to sponsored events because
of her classes.
Motivation:
She has a massive motivation to impress
people, so she very outwardly flaunts her
fashion findings. She gravitates to any
experience that serves her, desiring exclusive
facials and expensive retreats. She needs to
stay well connected and in the loop.
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USER JOURNEY
MAPS
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STAGES

MOTIVATION

TOUCH
POINTS

Starts
online
shopping
because of
habit and
boredom

MOOD

PAIN
POINTS

OPPORTUNITIES

SHOPPING

DELIVERY

Jessica
Scrolls
through
shop’s
content

Adds Items
to cart

Chooses
payment
and delivery
options

Delivery
waiting time

Package
delivered
and stolen

Notify the
company that
her package is
stolen

Wait for
company
response

Company
apologizes
but doesn’t
offer
refund or
replacement

She is too
frustrated to
shop again
with that
company

Added
shipping
costs,
amount of
time it takes
to finalize
payment

Loss of
instant
gratification

Loss of
money and
expected
reward to
oneself

Added
effort and
unexpected
time loss

Added
effort and
unexpected
time loss

Wasted time,
money and
effort for no
reward

Shopping
experience
was ruined

Reducing
costs and
streamlining
process

Create a
instant
positive
stimulus

Provide
secure
delivery

Provide
secure
delivery

Provide more
accountability
between
consumer
and
company

Provide more
accountability
between
consumer
and
company

How might we
keep the
online
shopping
experience
safe and
pleasurable
for all?

STAGES
TOUCH
POINTS

MOTIVATION

Inspired by
a Instagram
ad

MOOD

PAIN
POINTS

OPPORTUNITIES

SHOPPING

Searches to
find product
viewed on
Instagram
but ends
up browsing
instead

Adds Items
to cart

Exits out of
shopping
app due to
indecisiveness

After some
time,
decides to
shop again

DELIVERY

Edits cart
to finalize
decisions

Chooses
payment
and
delivery
options

Delivery
waiting time

Financial
restraints
cause
pressure
in decision
making

Financial
restraints
cause
pressure
in decision
making

added
shipping
costs,
amount
of time it
takes to
finalize
payment

Loss of
instant
gratification

Frustrated with
the company’s
packaging
waste and is
guilty that she
contributes to
the problem

The time
and effort to
recycle and
dispose all
trash

Provide
social
support for
buying

Create a
qualifying
need to
purchase

reducing
costs and
streamlining
process

Create a
instant
positive
stimulus

Create more
space
efficient
packaging

Significantly
reduce
amount of
unnecessary
packaging

Package
Delivered

Noticing the
wasted space
in box

Emily

Decides to
keep
purchases

Disposal of
excess
garbage

Sitemap

Onboarding
Profile

Trending

Host

Shopper

Brands

Search Bar

Preferred
Brands

Search Bar

Personal
Info

Personal
Info

Cart
Activity

Sort and
Filter

Cart
Activity

Sort and
Filter

Environmental
Impact

Shopper
Activity

Environmental
Impact

Shopper
Activity

Shipping
Status

Environmental
Impact

Shipping
Status

Environmental
Impact

Time
Remaining

Time
Remaining

Time
Remaining

Time
Remaining

Location
Radius
Orders
Waiting

Location
Radius
Favorite
Brands

Host
Host and
Join

Rating/
Reviews
Discounts
Received
Past
Orders

Dollars
Saved
Environmental
Impact
Past
Orders

Active
Orders
Order
Info

Favorites

Schedule
Availability

Rate
Host

More
Details

Discount
Tags

Report
Problem

Active
Orders
Camera

Shoppers
Info

Order
Info

Rate
Host

Package
Photo

Host
Info

Schedule
Availability

Pick up
Complete

Report
Problem

Discount
Tags
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DESIGN
OPPORTUNITIES
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Design Opportunities

• The checkout process can be more
streamlined, and the process can
inlcude an instant positive stimulus to
help make the process more enjoyable.
• Provide secure delivery by assuring
more accountability between the
consumer and company.
• Reviews of hosts’ and ambassadors’
experiences will assure shoppers’ trust
and keep the hosts accountable.
• How might we keep the entire
online shopping experience safe and
pleasurable for all?

• Provide social support for buying to
create a qualifying need to purchase.
• The checkout process should be more
streamlined; it should help reduce costs
that can include an instant positive
stimulus to help indecisive browers go
through with their order.
• How might we create more spaceefficient packaging to significantly
reduce the amount of unnecessary
packaging to keep the online shopping
experience enjoyable until the very end?
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Packed is a plug-in service that connects
shoppers with others buying from the same online
fashion brands, delivering to the same area.
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BRANDING
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Branding

Comfortaa Regular
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
Comfortaa Bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW
X Y Z 1234567890
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LOW-FI
WIREFRAMES
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Low-Fi Wireframes
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Low-Fi Wireframes

packed

Paper Prototype User Testing
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PAPER PROTOTYPE
USER TESTING
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Paper Prototype User Testing Insights

Matthew Green

Age: 23

Location: Savannah, GA

Kajal Boghara

Age: 21

Location: Savannah, GA

Pros:

Cons:

• Log in with google instead of a new sign
up process.

• Need some sort of indication at the top
with my rating.

• Asking for access for everything all at
one time as it can be frustrating when
separated.

• Instead of typing, would prefer prompted
answers she can click when contacting
host like in Facebook Marketplace.

• Good summary of shopper profile and
everything she needs and what she initially
wants to see at the top.

• Mistook clickable actions because of
unclear icons.

• Easy and straightforward screens.

• Needed a explaination on access for
location, contacts and camera.

• Scheduling pickup is a simple tap, no
need to type, making it easier.

• Did not understand that clicking on the
brand logos will take to the websites.

• Understood how filter and sorting works
on trending brands.

• Needs to be made clearer that hosts
receive benefits for their work when users
choose to be hosts.

• Understood that the photo was taken by
the host, ensuring that the package is safe.
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High Frequency Insights

• Both users understood the process and noted that it was
easy to follow.
• A tutorial with icons and a short tour of the Interface would
help minimise confusion.
• Users appreciate it when they know the context behind
their actions– what the service was doing exactly at each
point, including progress notifications and breakdown of
statistics.
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MID-FI
WIREFRAMES
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Mid-Fi Wireframes
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Mid-Fi Wireframes

packed

HIGH-FI
WIREFRAMES
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High-Fi Wireframes
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High-Fi Wireframes

packed

HIGH-FI
USER TESTING
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High-Fi User Testing Insights

Zoey Graff

Age: 21

Location: Savannah, GA

Pros:

Cons:

• Understood the process and knew
intuitively which buttons to click for the
next part of the process.

• Active order status bar does not look
clickable.

• Ability to see past orders just from this
and not having to look through the email.

• Exact location of pickup is not clear.
• Some buttons are too small to tap into.

• Ability to see rating and reviews on
themselves as a host.

• Mistook clickable actions for because of
unclear icons.

• Favoriting a brand was easy to
understand and intuitive.

• Did not understand that clicking on the
brand logos will take to the websites.
• Clicking the cancel popup on sort and
filter, felt that it might remove all her
choices.

Age: 19

Emily Lee

• More context on what the icons mean
without the onboarding.

Location: Savannah, GA
packed

EXPERT
REVIEW
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Heuristic Evaluation
• Visibility
Shows progress of connecting host to shopper,
and the progress of the entire process from
choosing to ship with Packed to receiving the
order.
• Mapping
Using familiar language throughout the
interfaces.
• Freedom
Provide good defaults and tags when users have
to input information so it reduces the hassle to
type.
• Consistency
Uses same interface, colors, icons and language.
• Error Prevention
Help prevent users from making mistakes.

• Recognition
Icons and information is easy to discover and
understand.
• Flexibility
Make advanced tasks for hosts and shoppers
fluid and efficient.
• Minimalism
Provide necessary information in a
straightforward and elegant way.
• Error Recovery
Help users recognize and recover from errors
they made.
• Help
Use proactive and in-place hints to guide
users through the interface and process.
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Expert Review Insights

Pros:

Cons:

• Buttons changes from grey to color when
clickable.

• Flow needs to be clearer. Create a
checklist for shopper and host.

• Tell me more on accessing location and
camera.

• Language does not match action, and
actionable should always be on the right.

• Filtering trending is good.

• Miles can be hard to understand. Use a
map with their city’s landmark.

• Overall design and UI is pleasing.

Angela Martin
Nicolas Pellegrino

Major: User Experience Design
Year: Savannah, GA

• Left align everything and colors can be
used to show different specific actions.
• Margins too close to one another and text
size too small can cause mistakes.
• Icons are hard to understand and users
will forget what the icons mean.
• Assists users by placing words by icons
and make icons more intuitive.
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Expert Review Insights

Pros:

Cons:

• Idea is innovative.

• Location Radius confusing as to which
distance is chosen and which is not.

• Process and concept was easy to
understand.
Sarah Doncals
Major: User Experience Design
Year: Savannah, GA

• Positive initial reaction from onboarding.
• Color branding was well chosen.

• Choose one color for clickable, etc to
show visually intuitively.
• Active orders way too small, easy to tap
into the unwanted one.
• Cut the tutorial, add caption near icons
to show what it means instead.
• Last onboarding is redundant and
everything is very close to one another.
• More can be done to confirm choices and
go back. Ask to confirm before submitting
choices.

Dane Galbraith
Major: User Experience Design
Year: Savannah, GA
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EXPERT REVIEW
INSIGHTS
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High Frequency Insights

• Font text and buttons need to be generally bigger.
• Currently, the colors and visual layout is overwhelming and can be
minimalized.
• More context should be given to both hosts and shoppers to help
them navigate the process better.
• Stay consistent on font size, clickable items and buttons by creating a
guideline asset folder.
• UI general rule of thumb for font size, button placement, and visual
cues that can help users instinctively know vague meanings before
reading texts can be considered more during the design phase.
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FINAL
DELIVERABLES
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Final High-Fi Screens
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Final High-Fi Screens Prototyping

https://www.figma.com/proto/SUJuXfJzJ4Gd5kI3EQlT5A/
packed?node-id=145%3A61&scaling=scale-down
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Final Poster

shop

connect

save

the problem
Online fashion retailing sustains the
exponentially growing issue of extreme
packaging waste, thereby highly frustrating
consumers and dangerously threatening
the planet.

our solution
A plug-in service that groups fashion
shoppers of the same brand in the
same area into joint orders, allowing for
packaging consolidation and discount
sharing while benefiting the environment,
consumer, community, and business.

our process
Through various research methods, insights of high packaging
waste annoyance and packaging aesthetic apathy led Packed to
develop a plug-in service solution. After iterations of user testing
feedback, a high fidelity interactive mockup was then formed from
the cumulative insights.

onboarding

profiles

trending

ambassador merchandise
Within a friend group, shoppers can invite others to join an
order to lump discounts and save the environment, as one friend
takes the hosting role, having the responsibility of receiving
and distributing the order. If shopping with a brand outside of a
friend group, Packed will suggest to order with others in your area
through a Packed Ambassador, a host that a shopper doesn’t know
personally. These Ambassadors are incentivized by discount codes
and Packed merchandise, and they can join the order as well.
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Final Poster
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Vision Video

https://youtu.be/X_FI4zN7lMc
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THANK
YOU!
Questions?

packed

